Juror and steward appointments for the upcoming competition seasons were made at the Bureau autumn meeting in October.

*To be updated – Jamie Shelden*

### 2022

**PG XC Pan-American – Governador Valadares, Brazil – April 8–16, 2022**
Steward: Jamie Shelden (USA)
Jurors: Stephane Malbos (FRA), Igor Erzen (SLO), Renato Yoshi Tsukamoto (BRA)

**Test World PG XC – Chamrousse, France – May 28 - June 04, 2022**
Steward: Goran Dimiskovski (MKD)

**PG Accuracy Asian – Taldykorgan, Kazakhstan – June 21–29, 2022**
Steward: Riikka Vilkuna (SWE)
Jurors: Zeljko Ovuka (SER), KoungYoung Park (Korea), Tuul Choqsomjav (Mongolia)

**HG XC European Class 1 – Monte Cucco, Italy – July 10–23, 2022**
Steward: Trudy Craddock (ITA) or Jamie Shelden (USA)
Jurors: Trudy Craddock (ITA) or Jamie Shelden (USA), Andy Cowley (GBR) Thomas Senac (FRA)

**PG XC European – Pantelej-Nis, Serbia – July 25 - August 6, 2022**
Steward: Fabio Loro (ITA)
Jurors: Jamie Shelden (USA), Andy Cowley (GBR), Thomas Senac (FRA)

**Test World HG XC – Krusevo, N. Macedonia – August 7–13, 2022**
Steward: Jamie Shelden (USA)

**PG Accuracy European – Romania – September 2-10, 2022**
Steward: Andy Cowley (UK) and Alexandra Durkovich (Serbian) as a trainee.

**Test World PG Accuracy – Sopot, Bulgaria – October 27–30, 2022**
Steward: Kamil Konecny (CZE)

### 2023

**World PG XC – Chamrousse, France – Dates to be defined (currently on fai.org 20 May-3 June, 2023)**
Steward: Goran Dimiskovski (MKD)

**World HG XC – Krusevo, N. Macedonia – August 6-19, 2023**
Steward: Jamie Shelden (USA)
Jury: TBD
World PG Accuracy – Sopot, Bulgaria - October 20-28, 2023
Steward: Kamil Konecny (CZE)

Test HG XC 1 European – To be awarded
Test HG XC 2-5-W World – To be awarded
Test PG Accuracy Asian-Oceanian – To be awarded
Test PG Accuracy European – To be awarded
Test PG Aerobatic World – To be awarded
Test PG XC Asian-Oceanian – To be awarded
Test PG XC European – To be awarded
Test PG XC Pan-American – To be awarded